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Fading stimulus suggests fading the rally, USDCNY to
hit inflection point over the medium-term
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The Chinese yuan has benefitted from China’s
economic outperformance and positive yield spreads
for much of the last 12-months, with the currency
now sitting over 10% higher from May 2020 lows.
China’s ability to control the domestic Covid-19
outbreak and effectively reopen the economy
without having to wait for widespread vaccinations
meant it was the first major economy to recover
from the pandemic.

The recovery in itself resulted in higher equity returns that invited capital inflows, while the
decision to counter the economic contraction with fiscal stimulus as opposed to a complete
relaxation in monetary policy meant CNY held a positive yield differential against all G10
currencies. However, in 2021 the story for the yuan has been less constructive. Growth
conditions have started to stabilise towards a slower long-term trajectory as the initial
impetus from reopening starts to fade. Meanwhile, the return to more structural growth
levels in the economy has resulted in officials starting to withdraw policy stimulus, via
capping quantitative monetary measures and tightening regulations. Taken together, the
withdrawal of stimulus is likely to weigh on China’s economic growth in 2021, with the
growth emphasis now shifting to domestic consumption and therefore a slower and more
sustainable growth trajectory.

CNY rallies over 10% against USD in 12-months after touching pandemic lows in May 2020
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Overall, the previous drivers of the yuan rally are now starting to lose steam. However,
despite the expectation of slower growth in China, we expect the yuan to continue rallying
over the course of the next 6-months, albeit at a slower rate than what has been visible over
the course of the last 12-months. While we expect the yuan rally to fade, its continued
appreciation will largely occur due to improved global economic conditions, a pick-up in
China’s domestic consumption levels, and our underlying assumption of a weaker US dollar
over the coming 6-months. The latter is likely to be key for the yuan given its increased
sensitivity to broad USD moves now the countercyclical factor has been dropped from the
daily fixing. Over the 6-to-12 month period, however, we expect the yuan’s rally to reverse,
largely due to global fixed income developments. Given the People’s Bank of China’s (PBOC)
preference for withdrawing liquidity as opposed to raising rates, we believe China’s positive
yield differential will be susceptible to rising G10 rates over this horizon. We believe the
commencement of the Fed’s QE taper is likely to be the catalyst that marks the inflection of
the CNY trend, which given our current assumptions is set to play out in 2022. We have
therefore adjusted our forecasts since our May forecasts were published to reflect this.

Monex’s revised forecasts

1-month
31st May 2021

3-month
31st July 2021

6-month
31st Oct 2021

12-month
30th Apr 2022 

USDCNY 6.45 6.4 6.3 6.5

Risks to our outlook are tilted towards a weaker yuan due to domestic financial 
instabilities and an earlier erosion in rate spreads, but upside risks prevail in the 
form of a breakthrough in trade negotiations with the US and a faster domestic 
driven growth path than currently expected. Meanwhile, we take note that the 

PBOC may limit any further yuan appreciation as it weighs on export activity.  

Economic growth is slowing while quantitative stimulus measures are
tapered, but it isn’t all bad news

China’s economy has been naturally slowing since it recovered from the hit of the pandemic
last year. 2021 Q1 GDP data was flattered by base effects with the year-on-year figure coming
in at 18.2%, but slowing underlying growth jolted markets somewhat with QoQ growth
coming in at just 0.6% compared with expectations of 1.4% and Q4’s reading of 3.2%.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/pdf/remaining-mildly-bearish-but-finding-pockets-of-deeper-depreciation/
https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/forecasts/monex-europe-may-2021-fx-forecasts/
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Authorities’ comfort in tapering 
quantitative measures via controls on 

credit suggests there is some 
confidence on the projected 

economic recovery, while it also 
suggests adjustments to interest rates 

won’t be forthcoming this year. 

Economic growth is slowing while quantitative stimulus measures are
tapered, but it isn’t all bad news

China’s economy has been naturally slowing since it recovered from the hit of the pandemic
last year. 2021 Q1 GDP data was flattered by base effects with the year-on-year figure coming
in at 18.2%, but slowing underlying growth jolted markets somewhat with QoQ growth
coming in at just 0.6% compared with expectations of 1.4% and Q4’s reading of 3.2%. While
travel restrictions throughout the Lunar New Year and mini “go-stop-go” measures to deal
with localised outbreaks weighed on activity, the trend towards a slower growth path is only
going to persist. However, the slowing of China’s economic growth isn’t a cause for concern
just yet, as evidenced by decisions from authorities to taper policy support and tighten
regulations in some sectors despite the softening economic backdrop.

This is because growth is shifting away
from the initial fiscal splurge and
monetary stimulus, which promoted a
manufacturing-led recovery, towards
more sustainable consumption and
services driven growth as the economy
reopens.

Recent media reports stated that in
February the People’s Bank of China
asked banks to cap new loans in Q1 at
the same level as a year ago.

While travel restrictions throughout the Lunar New Year and mini “go-stop-go” measures to
deal with localised outbreaks weighed on activity, the trend towards a slower growth path is
only going to persist. However, the slowing of China’s economic growth isn’t a cause for
concern just yet, as evidenced by decisions from authorities to taper policy support and
tighten regulations in some sectors despite the softening economic backdrop.

With China’s banks extending a record CNY7.67trn in loans in the first quarter, the PBOC
reinforced this message in March with a similar request for 2021 as a whole. Aggregate
financing has since slowed with April’s data printing at CNY1.85trn compared to CNY3.3trn in
March and CNY3.1trn in April 2020. Loan growth also slowed in April to CNY1.4trn compared
with a projected CNY1.6trn.

The decision to remove monetary stimulus via quantitative methods was a precautionary
one by the PBOC and is likely to be the centrepiece of their monetary normalisation cycle
this year.
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Overall, we view the current 
activity data and actions taken 
by authorities as sufficient to 
believe the slowing of China’s 

economic recovery isn’t a 
cause for concern and won’t 
undermine our projections of 

marginal CNY appreciation over 
the near-term. 

Coupled with tightening regulations
around the digital economy, namely
anti-monopolistic regulations, the
actions by both monetary and fiscal
authorities suggest that there remains
a level of confidence in the economic
recovery in its transition. The overall
tone of policy is critical, especially at
the current juncture where retail sales
undershot expectations at a time when
growth is transitioning to become more
reliant on the domestic consumer.

A summary of recent
macro developments;

 Retail sales in April undershot expectations by 7.3 percentage points after posting
growth of 17.7% YoY, down from March’s 33.9% YoY. The slowdown was broad based,
with a faster reduction in cosmetics, jewellery and home appliance sales. On a month-
on-month basis, retail sales fell by 4.5% after seasonal adjustment. While the figure is
concerning given the current shift towards consumption based growth, a few factors
underlined the slowdown. Firstly, China’s economy largely reopened in March, meaning
the easing of lockdown conditions failed to be a tailwind for consumption in April (chart
1). Additionally, base effects started to become less favourable, weighing on the YoY
figures, while the monthly contraction may be due to delayed spending with May’s
Golden Week holiday on the horizon. For this reason, a concerning slowdown in the
path of consumption isn’t yet visible.

 Despite the downturn in retail sales in April, the services PMI in China continues to print
near post-pandemic highs. April’s Caixin Services PMI printed at 56.3, above the highest
economist estimate supplied to Bloomberg, highlighting the twelfth consecutive month
of expansion for the service sector. The employment sub-index also rose from 51.3 in
March to 52.7 in April, the highest reading since November 2020, which bodes well for
the labour market and subsequently consumption.

 Online search engine data compiled by Baidu based on searches for “shiye” (lose job)
recorded 427 in the week ended May 7, close to around the 400 mark which was the
average pre-pandemic.

 High frequency data suggests consumption picked up in May when a string of holidays
occurred. China reported 230m people travelled during the May national holidays,
which is above the level recorded in May 2019.
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 Consumers opted to travel outside of metropolitan areas after restrictions prevented
them from doing so during the Lunar New Year. The migration from urban to rural
localities tends to coincide with heightened consumption and reduced production.

 M2 growth dropped to its slowest pace since July 2019 from 9.4% in March to 8.1%.
The slowdown in the credit growth is notable given the Bank’s loose commitment to
keeping M2 as a percentage of GDP stable this year, although the slowdown in credit
growth is unlikely to reverse. Monthly aggregate social financing also slowed from
CNY3.34trn to CNY1.85trn, largely due to slower loan extension. In total, quantitative
measures highlight the PBOC draining liquidity from China’s economic and financial
system.

 Industrial production slowed from 14.1% to 9.8% in April as the economy shifts towards
consumption-led growth, while manufacturers are also being challenged by a strong
yuan, rising input prices and a shortage in semi-conductors.

Goldman Sachs’ Effective Lockdown Index shows how China’s reopening was completed in
March, reducing the tailwind that easing had to consumer sentiment and spending
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PBOC to drain liquidity this year as opposed to hiking rates in order to
reduce financial imbalances

As opposed to dropping conventional interest rates substantially in response to the outbreak
of Covid-19, the People’s Bank of China only lowered their interest rate channel by 30bps.
Instead, a wave of liquidity was provided via Open Market Operations, which led to interbank
rates falling over 100bps from the reference rate. This was coupled with increased credit
growth to the broader economy. With economic conditions stabilising since the turn of the
year, the PBOC has been withdrawing the liquidity from interbank markets, driving the 7-day
repo rate back up to levels consistent with its reference rate (7-day note rate). However, over
the past two months, the central bank has avoided injecting or draining liquidity from
interbank markets. This suggests that they are happy with current interbank conditions.
Along with the aforementioned tightening of credit growth, the measures taken by the PBOC
suggests that quantitative controls will be the centrepiece of monetary policy this year, and
with the economy gradually slowing, it is unlikely more formal rate hikes will be on the
horizon. Commentary about stabilising the debt ratio while keeping liquidity conditions loose
(via low rates) by PBOC Governor Yi Gang back in March confirms this view.

PBOC drains liquidity from interbank market to bring 7-day repo back in line with reference
rate
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Going forward, the pace of quantitative tightening will largely be driven by economic
developments and financial instabilities. While corporate defaults have risen of late, with
firms failing to make payments on around CNY99.8bn of onshore bonds already this year, this
isn’t a huge concern for the PBOC just yet. Instead, the rise in corporate defaults is viewed as
a natural by-product of its quantitative actions and a more accurate pricing of credit risk in
corporate debt markets. This is partly achieving the PBOC’s target, which is keeping liquidity
levels elevated via lower rates in order to support economic growth while simultaneously
reducing financial instabilities. These instabilities largely refer to default risk leading to a
more systematic blowout in corporate debt markets.

By draining access to cheap credit via capping quantitative measures, the central bank is
promoting a more accurate pricing of credit risk in corporate markets, forcing major State
Owned Entities (SOEs) to take up bank financing as opposed to issuing debt in corporate
markets. Given the limits to loan growth, this crowds the private sectors access to bank
credit. In turn, this forces private institutions into corporate debt markets. The move by the
PBOC and regulators, who have limited bailouts of SOE’s, is yet to be reversed. This suggests
a level of comfort with the development of financial conditions thus far.

Instead, downside risks are largely centred on regulators becoming too emboldened by
economic conditions and allowing large financial institutions and SOEs to default as this
could result in broad contagion to the rest of the corporate credit market and investor
sentiment as a whole. Recently, news of a potential debt restructuring by China Huarong
Asset Management Co, one of China’s largest state-owned financial companies, highlighted
this risk.

CNY to continue grinding out gains in the short-term, but rising global
yields and slowing growth will take its toll over the medium-term

Despite the background of slowing growth and reduced stimulus, we expect the yuan to
continue grinding out incremental gains against the dollar over the short-term horizon.
Supportive tailwinds continue to be in play for China, such as positive rate spreads, and with
the reopening of major economies set to take place in Q2, improved global growth
conditions are likely to spill over to prop up growth conditions too. Additionally, the removal
of the countercyclical buffer from the daily fixing has paved the way for a stronger
relationship between the DXY index and the USDCNY pair.

“Looking ahead, the pace of corporate default will likely 
determine the extent to which the PBOC reduces quantitative 

measures, although this isn’t a risk to our outlook.”
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Under our base case for the US dollar, we anticipate broad yet mild depreciation in the
greenback this year, which should benefit the yuan in the short-term.

Dropping of the countercyclical factor in CFETS fixing has rekindled relationship between
the DXY index and USDCNY

However, we have since adjusted our view over the 6-to-12 month horizon to reflect the
susceptibility of the positive rate spread to rising global bond yields in late 2021/ early 2022.
This is largely due to the PBOC opting to refrain from hiking conventional policy rates during
China’s current cyclical peak, which suggests rate hikes are unlikely going forward as growth
slows. This eludes to Chinese bond yields heading in one direction - down. This would go
against the grain of rising global bond yields in the medium-term, leading to CNY weakness
over the back-end of our projection period.

China-US yield differential continues to narrow, placing pressure on CNY, we expect this to
flip and result in CNY weakness in 2022
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Risks are largely tilted to a weaker yuan

The risks to our CNY outlook are largely tilted towards yuan depreciation. These risks take the
form of financial instabilities coming to the fore, thus damaging domestic economic
conditions and broader risk sentiment around Chinese assets; a softer than expected
consumption rebound; and an earlier than expected rise in global bond yields. Given the level
of attention officials have given bond defaults thus far, we don’t deem the risk of financial
instabilities as a large risk to the outlook. However, we note that should regulators continue
to insist that they won’t bailout large financial institutions or SOEs should the need arise, the
probability of default risk weighing on our CNY view will increase. Meanwhile, consumption
indicators are yet to show a trend of softer consumer activity, but data after April’s retail
sales may highlight that this wasn’t a transitory dip. This would further weigh on China’s
growth outlook and limit the PBOC’s ability to remove stimulus, especially via conventional
rate hikes. Finally, and arguably the most unpredictable risk, is the global move in bond
yields. With the PBOC locked into their current monetary policy stance, Chinese bond yields
will begin to trend down as economic growth moderates. In comparison, US yields along with
major DM bond yields are expected to rise further towards the end of this year and the
beginning of 2022 as DM central banks remove monetary stimulus. While we expect the
Federal Reserve to announce the tapering of their QE programme in Q3, with effective
tapering to take place at the start of 2022, a rise in US bond yields could occur earlier than
we expect. This will place heightened pressure on our expectation of a yuan rally over the
short-term.

That is, incoming economic data could continue to surprise to the upside despite the
tapering of policy support. Notable outperformances in consumer activity would trigger
further yuan strength in our view. Over the longer-term, upside risks to our yuan forecast
centre on US-China relations. We note that relations are yet to improve under President
Biden’s administration despite pre-election expectations. While new tariffs have not been
announced, previous tariff exemptions on imports from China that were introduced by the
Trump administration have expired. Political analysts still expect an improvement in US-China
trade relations, but China’s lack of imports from the US since the phase 1 trade deal was
signed suggests that chances of a near-term breakthrough are slim.

Conversely, upside risks still remain and are largely attributed 
to near-term yuan price action.
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Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Monex Europe Limited, an execution-only service provider. The material
is for general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal circumstances or
objectives. Nothing in this material is, or should be considered to be, financial, investment or other advice on
which reliance should be placed. No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of
this information. No opinion given in the material constitutes a recommendation by Monex Europe Limited or
the author that any particular transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. The
material has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence
of investment research, it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment
research and as such is considered to be a marketing communication.
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